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Done Lovett

ELECTRON IC
STILL LIFES

At ihe end of losl yeor, Austroliqn ortist Done Lovett received the
RBS Emerging Artist oword. Born in Brisbone in 1984, he is olreody on
Wikipedio, where I reod thot his first oword dotes bock to 1991...

By Morgherito Dessonoy
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- Could you tell us a bit about the creative
stages in-between these two awards? \Nell,
firstly, I have no idea how I came to have a
Wikipedia page with such an odd accolade on
it.,. But it is true: I took out my primary school
cake-box decorating competition when I was
seven. I suppose in the twenty years between
that and the RBS award, l've honed my skills a
little. When I finished school I initially studied
graphic design for a few years, before shift-
ing into painting. I moved from Brisbane to
Melbourne in 2OO7 and have been living here
since.

- What were the key factors in the creation of
your own visual language? I think it's hard to
pick exactly what it is that leads your work in
certain directions. Technically it is practice.
Painting for me is just like any other craft where
the more you work the easier it is for things to
go your way, and also the easier it is to real-
ize when they aren't. I think there are always
plenty of influencing factors at work when you
make a painting. Aside from a giant history of
painting, what I see on screens and in various
printed matter trickles into the formal choices
I make when constructing a picture.

- When did you first feel inspired by techno-
logical objects such os VHS fopes and CDs?
On a personal level I have always been lnto
music gnd technology, so things like vintage
synthesizers, hi-fi gear and friends' music col-
lections have interested me for a long time. I

didn't start drawing on these items in my paint-
ing until I was studying at the Victorian College
of Art in Melbourne. I began making paintings
directly from images I would find on eBay;
painting things from the low quality jpegs that
people would upload to the website. I love the
fact old hi-fi gear - that would have cost a few
months wages in the seventies - can now be
found again for sale in odd domestic settings
like a suburban bedroom somewhere. This led
me to what I am making now. I still collect im-
ages to work from, but I spend more time col-
lecting objects to arrange the tableaux that are
my subject matter.



- Does your studio resemble the white space
filled with CDs and plants represented in your
paintings? Unfortunately it's a not as unorga-
nized as that. I did, however, paint the floor
white when I moved in. But all it did was re-
ally highlight the amount of paint I spill on the
floor. I do have lots of plants in my studio and
plenty of cuttings in bottles that pop up in my
paintings. When I work I generally set up a
still life of some sort and photograph it from
a number of angles until I get the composition
right, and then make the work from that image.
Strangely, I don't I listen to any CDs in my stu-
dio anymore, it's all on an iPod. Even if I buy
an album it goes straight onto the computer,
so whatever CDs are lying around are now just
like props.

- You're going to spend a few months in Japan.
Do you have particular expectations, inspira-
tion-wise, for this trip? Well, I had to propose
an outline of what I wanted to do there when I

applied for the residency, and that was to look
into rarobi-sobi, a kind of Japanese aesthetic
found in a lot of traditional crafts Iike bonsai
and ceramics, But l'm also going to be search-
ing through a different world of consumer
electronics that I'm really looking forward to.
The studio is very small, so l'm interested to
see what I make during my stay.
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